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ABSTRACT

Continuous density Hidden Markov Model metho
has been used successfully as the basic model
technique in Automatic Speech Recognition. T
improve the precision of our description of speec
signal, we can use more Gaussian mixtures for ea
state. But i t wi l l increase the computat ion
significantly. On the other hand, since the weight o
each Gaussian component are not always t
s ta t is t ica l average of Gauss ian compone
probabilities, adjusting the weight should be anoth
way which can affect the final error rates of speec
recognition. This paper will focus on this idea an
give out theoretical steps and practical operatio
which lead to an improvement in the final speec
recognition result. The authors announce that th
achieved 12% error reduction compared with th
traditional continuous HMM. How can they achiev
such an improvement? Is the speech data general
long enough to get this conclusion? How muc
additional extra computation will be needed to us
this method? Is this method practical in a larg
speech recognition system? Here is a review of t
paper “Multi-group Mixture Weight HMM” by L.
Ming and Y. Tiecheng published in the Proceeding
of the 6th International Conference on Spoke
Language Processing, October, 2000 [1].

1. INTRODUCTION

Hidden Markov Model [2,3] (HMM) approach is one
well-known and widely used statistical method o
characterizing the spectral properties of the frames
a pattern [5,6]. In speech recognition, the underlyin
assumption of the HMM is that the speech signal c
be well characterized as a parametric rando
process, and that the parameters of the stocha
process can be estimated in a precise, well-defin
g
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manner. As we know, speech signal can b
characterized by a hidden state sequence. A Hidd
Markov Model can be completely characterized by
matrix of state probabilities, observation densitie
and initial state probabil it ies. Study of thes
probabilities has found that the observation densiti
are most important for the performance of thos
recognizers using HMMs. Most improvement o
HMM is made on this respect. In continuou
observation densities Hidden Markov Model metho
the observation densities for each state in the hidd
state sequence is described by the mixture
weighted Gaussian density functions. Generally if w
want to improve the performance of recognizer,
straight forward way is to use more Gaussian dens
functions for each state. Because logarithmic an
exponential computation are very time-consuming,
will take much more time for training and recognition
than the HMMs with fewer Gaussian densit
functions. Is there other way to describe a hidde
state in Hidden Markov Model more precisely give
a certain number of Gaussian density function
without increasing the time for training and
recognition significantly? Multi-group Mixture
Weight HMM is such a method that is announced b
the authors to improve the performance with littl
additional computation.

By observing the re-estimate equations [2,4
carefully, it can be found that the weight of eac
component is the statistical average of the compon
probabilities. So these weights can be used
descr ibe the average character is t ics of th
corresponding state. Usually some components
distributed high weights while some are distribute
low weights. Accordingly, the characteristics of thes
states is characterized mainly by these compone
wh ich have h igh we igh ts . Whereas , th
characteristics of some speech is closer to that
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those components which have low weights
Therefore, these speech are modeled improperly.
th is paper, each state has several groups
component weights. So it can meet different cases

2. ALGORITHM REVIEW

The method can be briefly described as follow
Because of the importance of initial parameters f
continuous density HMM, the first issue is to ge
proper initial component weights. At initial stage, fo
each frame in an speech signal utterance a vec
called mixture weight vector is calculated and store
in the vector pool of the corresponding state. Then
mixture vectors in the vector pool of one state a
classified into several clusters. The center vector
each cluster corresponds to a group of initial mixtu
weight. After initialization continuous density HMM
can be trained by EM algorithm [7,8], which, o
course, involves every group of mixture weight. Fo
speech recognition, an appropriate group of mixtu
weight is selected by calculatig and comparing th
output probabilities.

2.1.  Retrieval of Initial Multi-group Mixture Weight

Because the initial parameters are essential to
quality of the final continuous density HMMs [2], the
paper tries to get proper initial parameters of mult
group mixture weights for HMMs. It introduces
Equ.(1), a widely used equation in continuous dens
HMM [4]. In (1), is the probability of being
in state with the th mixture components at time
given the model  and observation .

(1)

For the observation vector at time t and given th
model , the following variables are defined,

(2)

(3)

where, is the number of mixture component
is a M-dimension vector, called mixture weigh

vector.
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After observing the initial weights, the authors find
there are some defects in these weights since so
weights are so high nearly to 1 while some weigh
are almost zeroes. This would degrade the re
performance of the continuous density HMM. Th
authors decide to solve this problem by smoothin
the mixture weights as shown below.

A group of mixture weight
can be smoothed by Equ.(4),

(4)

where,

(5)

and .

After the above transformation, should b
normalized by their sum.

Let,

(6)

(7)

Then the group of initial mixture weight will be

.

2.2. Training of Multi-group Mixture Weight HMM

The observation vector , which is assigned to th
state of the model , is given during the stage o
training. Thus Each group of mixture weight and th
corresponding output probability can be calculate
The mixture weight vector which gives the maximum
output probability can be noted down. After eac
iteration, the th group of mixture weight of state
model for the current iteration can be got by addin
up all mixture weight vectors which belong to the t
group, state and model and dividing the sum b
the number of vectors. The re-estimate formula f
the mixture weight can be written as (8). From th
output probability the best suitable group of mixtur
weight will be chosen.
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where, is the mixture weight vector at time
which is assigned to the th group of mixture weigh
state and model after Viterbi decoding [9]. Afte
training and clustering these groups of mixtur
weight vector, recognition using these mixture weig
vectors can be implemented.

2.3. Recognition using Multi-group Mixture Weight

After getting the groups of mixture weight, there i
no much difference between the traditional HMM
and multi-group mixture weight HMM for re-
cognition. From calculations of the output probabilit
of every observation with every group of mixtur
weight, the group which outputs the maximum
probability would be chosen.

(9)

where, is the output probability for observatio
at state , is the th component weight of th

th group,  is the Gaussian density function.

The authors announce here that when calculating
output probabilities, the probabilities of the Gaussia
density functions can be calculated first, then they a
multipled with each group of mixture weight
respectively. They also claim that only several ext
multiplication operations for each state are need a
compared with the exponential operations, th
additional computation can be ignored.

2.4. Theoretical analysis for Multi-group Mixture
Weight HMM method

If we carefully examine the algorithms shown abov
we can find there are some unresolved theoretic
issues in this new method. First I notice that in Eq
(5) is a variable for which there is not any referenc
or explanation about what value it should b
determined. Is it a random value? Why does it have
range from 0.5 to 0.7? What’s the theoretica
reference for this variable? Obviously the authors d
not explain it clearly. Second issue is that given th
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transformed and normalized group of initial mixtur
weight, how can they get groups of mixture weigh
state and model after Viterbi decoding? How ca
they classify those groups of mixture weight? What
the classification standard when they tries to clust
those groups of mixture weight? Third, in evaluatin
the additional time consumed by this new metho
neither theoretical equations nor experimental da
are provided for supporting the authors view. Sever
simple explanation sentences are not enough
assure reader about the time efficiency of this ne
method. More details about these important issues
needed in this paper and consequently we ha
reasons to throw doubts on theoretical conclusion
the authors.

3. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS

The exper iment is made on a dig i ta l s t r in
recognition system. The training data include 4
persons’ speech data and the test data includ
persons’. Each person has 50 utterances of digi
strings. In order to compare with the traditiona
continuous density HMM, the authors also mad
experiments with the traditional HMM which only
has one group of mixture weight for each state.
their Multi-group Mixture Weight HMM, three
groups of mixture weight for every state are use
modeling methods.

From Table 1, 12% error reduction in total digita
error rate is shown by the authors when three grou
of mixture weight are used. There are sever
problems in these experiment data. The most obvio

Table 1: Experiment results for the performance of the
traditional HMM and Multi-group Mixture Weight HMM

Traditional
HMM

MGMW
HMM

Digital
Correct

   97.68%    98.00%

Delete error      0.97%      0.90%

Substitute
error

     1.35%      1.09%

Insert error      0.00%      0.06%

p

j λ
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problem is that the description for test data is to
simple. What is the test data like? Where can th
readers find these digital strings? Are these digit
strings spoken in English or Chinese? Insufficienc
of detailed descriptions for test data makes it ve
difficult for readers to evaluate the real value of the
experiments and this Multi-group Mixture Weigh
HMM approach. Supposing these digital strings we
spoken by English, then the error rates for the tw
system are too high to be acceptable. On the oth
hand, 12% relative error rate improvement soun
good but after simple calculation we can find tha
only 0.32% error rate improvement is actuall
achieved for the whole error rate, which is actual
not so great improvement.

4. SUMMARY

In traditional continuous density HMM, each state
characterized by the mixture of a few weighte
Gaussian density functions. The weight coefficien
for Gaussian density functions will be reestimate
during the iterations of EM training [7,8] and then
will be fixed for one state when they are used in th
process of recognition. The main idea of this paper
to construct more than one group of mixture weig
for one single state, which will give out more
possible expressions for that state. After passi
through training step, those fixed weight coefficien
for one single state will be used respectively i
recognition to give out different output probabilities
Then the group of mixture weight which gives out th
maximum probability will be chosen as the bes
description for that state. But two important problem
arise when this method is evaluated as bein
practically used in large speech recognition syste
One is that how much on earth this method wou
improve the performance for state-of-art large spee
recognition system. Since the weight coefficients f
Gaussian density functions will also be reestimat
during training and a certain number of Gaussia
functions will be used for one state, the improveme
involved by using this method may be ignored. Th
experiment data shown in the paper are too inefficie
to show the readers that this is not a big problem
Another problem is that keeping more groups o
mixture weight for one state means that the time us
for recognition computation would be increase
significantly. In large speech recognition system
l
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would not be practical to use this method unles
further theoretical demonstration and experimen
show enough evidence of its practical value.
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